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Abstract: Due to advancements in technology, most of the operations are now being conducted on server/cloud. But
this increases the potential threat of data leakage by hackers. Thus, in order to secure the data, many steganographic
and cryptographic methods have been proposed. An overview of these systems has been reviewed in this paper.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Technology has changed our lives in many aspects – from
the advent of natural user interfaces [1], [2], safeguarding
our lives [3], and in helping those who are physically
weak/challenged [4], [5], [6] and also to be it in the case of
helping physically challenged. It has also changed the
mode of communication from hand-written letters to wired
communication to wireless [7], [8], [9]. Now-a-days, most
of the communication modes are dependent on Internet.
Even the secret messages are being stored and sent
through servers.

bit image [16]. Here, the 4 LSBs of the cover image are
replaced by the 4 MSBs of the image that has to be hidden.

B. Visual Cryptography
Visual Cryptography is the process of encoding the secret
image into two shares and transmitting them [17]. At the
receiver, the two shares have to be combined to get back
the message. These shares appear random and contain no
decipherable information about the underlying secret
image, however if any 2 of the shares are stacked on top of
one another the secret image becomes decipherable by the
I t has been witnessed in the recent history, that many of human eye, i.e. retrieving the secret image becomes a
the sensitive secret information related to Governments, mechanical process.
Defence and Banks have been hacked and leaked on the
Internet [10]. This unauthorized leakage of data from a
III.
CRYPTOGRAPHY
classified source is called Data Leakage or Information
Leakage [11]. Thus in order to secure the data, many Cryptography is all about securing the content.
researchers such as [12], [13] have put in their efforts to In cryptography, encryption is the process of encoding
secure the data. Most of the data gets leaked during the messages or information in such a way that only
transmission of the data from a source to a destination. authorized recipient can read it [18]. Encryption not only
Thus, methods such as steganography and cryptography prevents interception, but also denies the message content
are employed to secure the data [14]. This paper discusses to the interceptor. In this technique, the intended message
about different methods that are used to secure the is encrypted by using an encryption algorithm, which uses
sensitive data.
pseudo-random encryption key to generate a cipher text.
This generated key is known only to the message
This paper has been into five sections. Section 2 discusses originator and the recipient.
about Steganographic methods and Section 3 deals with
details of Cryptography. Section 4 compares all the Decryption is the technique of decoding the encrypted
methods. Section 5 concludes the paper.
information such that is can be accessed again by
authorized recipients only [19]. This is considered as the
reverse process of encryption. An authorized recipient can
II.
STEGANOGRAPHY
decrypt data only if he has the confidential key employed
Steganography is the process of hiding a data into another while encrypting the data.
data [15]. The most popular type of steganography is
image base, where data is hidden in the images. The encryption strength is usually measured by the key
Watermarking and Visual Cryptography are the two well size. The encrypted data can be subjected to brutal force
known methods that are employed from Image attacks in which all possible combinations are tried, no
Steganography.
matter how strong the encryption algorithm may be. The
time taken to crack the most modern ciphers of decent key
lengths with brutal force is measured in millennia. Usually
A. Watermarking
The message image is embedded inside a protective image the length of the key should be suitable for securing the
called “Cover Image” and is transmitted to the recipient. data for a reasonable amount of time.
In order to get back the message content, the reverse
process of Watermarking has to be done. The simplest The most commonly applied encryption standards are Data
form of Watermarking is the Least Significant Bit on an 8- Encryption Standard (DES), Triple DES, and Advanced
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Encryption Standard (AES) [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], first encrypted, then decrypted and again encrypted with
[25].
the three different keys. At the receiver, in order to decrypt
the data, the received data is decrypted, then encrypted and
A.
Data Encryption Standard (DES)
again decrypted with the same keys. This method does not
DES is the standard that was originated by the U.S. give an increase in the strength of the cipher because the
government, which began promoting for both business use first encryption key is used twice to encrypt the data and
and government. A 56-bit key is generated for encrypting then a second key is used to encrypt the results of that
high sensitive information. However, it is acceptable for process, but an effective key length of 168 bits is plenty
lower security applications and hence used in many strong for almost all uses.
commercial products. It is also used in products that have
slower processors, such as appliance devices that can't C.
Advanced Encryption Standard
process a larger key size and smart cards.
The U.S. government began to search for a replacement
for the DES due to eventual end of its useful life. The
DES takes a fixed length string of plaintext bits and Government standard body and National Institute of
transforms it through a series of complicated operations Standards and Technology (NIST) announced an open
into another cipher text bit string of the same length. Block competition for a new algorithm that would become the
size in case of DES is 64 bits. Initially, the block is new government standard. Two Belgian cryptographers
divided into two 32-bit halves and processed alternatively; introduced AES, which was based on an algorithm called
this criss-crossing is known as the Feistel scheme. The F- Rijndael. AES is becoming rapidly the new standard for
function combines half a block together with some of the encryption. It offers up to a 256-bit cipher key, which is
key. Overall Feistel structure consists of 16 identical more than enough power for the future. Typically, for
stages of processing called rounds. The initial and final performance considerations, AES is implemented in either
permutation, termed IP and FP respectively works in 128- or 192-bit mode.
inverse to each other but has no cryptographic
significance. The output of the F-function is jumbled with AES belongs to a family of ciphers which has fixed block
the other half of the block, and the halves are swapped size of 128 bits and a key size of 128, 192 or 256 bits.
before sending to the next round. After the final round, the AES operates on a 4×4 matrix of bytes, termed as STATE.
block halves are swapped. This is the main feature of For an instance, if there are 16 bytes, b0, b1,……., b15,
Feistel structure which makes both encryption and these bytes are represented in the form of matrix as:
decryption similar processes. The ⊕ symbol denotes the
XOR operation.

Fig 2: An example for block size
In AES, key size represents the number of repetitions of
transformation rounds that convert the plaintext, into the
cipher text. The number of cycles of repetition for 128-bit,
192-bit and 256-bit keys is 10, 12 and 14 cycles
respectively.
The following are the steps involved in AES: Adding
round key, Sub Bytes, Shifting Rows and Mixed Column.
Initially, the round keys are obtained from the cipher key
according to the Rijndael's key schedule. AES requires a
separate 128-bit round key block for each round.
In “Adding Round Key” step, each byte of the state matrix
is combined with a byte of the round sub key using
the XOR operation, as depicted by Fig 3. Sub Bytes is a
non-linear substitution step where each byte is replaced
Fig 1: Overall Feistel structure of DES
with another using a look up table. In this step, each byte
in the state matrix is replaced with its entry in a fixed 8-bit
B.
Triple DES
lookup table, as shown in Fig 4. In Shift rows method, the
The higher and improved version of DES is known as last three rows of the state matrix is shifted cyclically a
Triple DES, or 3DES as it is sometimes written, and its certain number of times, as shown in Fig 5. The bytes in
name implies what it does. At the transmitter, the data is each row are shifted cyclically to the left. The number of
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places for shifting each byte differs for each row. Next, in
Mixed Column approach, each column of the state matrix
is multiplied with a fixed polynomial c(x), as shown in Fig
6.

in each substitution and permutation boxes. The data in
DES is encrypted in 64 bit block size and a 56 bit key is
used effectively. 56 bit key corresponds to 72 quadrillion
possibilities approximately. It seems large but according to
today’s computing power it is not sufficient and
vulnerable to brute force attack. Therefore, DES is no
longer appropriate for security and could not keep up with
advancement in technology. Thus, 3DES was introduced,
which works on 3 keys, giving the effective key length of
168 bits.
The comparison between AES and DES is illustrated in
Table 1. Due to the advantages of AES over DES, AES is
used for encrypting passwords and other sensitive
information.

Fig. 3: Adding round key

TABLE I: COMPARISON BETWEEN AES AND DES

Fig 4: Replacing values using look up table – Sub Bytes

Fig 5: Shifting Rows

V.

CONCLUSION

Even though the above mentioned methods have been
implemented for data security, hackers have managed to
break through these barriers and get the data. Thus, in
order to make the information more secure the
steganography and the cryptography methods can be used
together.
Fig 6: Mixed Column
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